
HIGH  COURT  FORM NO- (J) 2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT

District-Kamrup

In the  Original Court of Munsiff No. 2

Present-       S. Handique

Friday     the   14th    day  of  Dec’2012

                                

                                     

                              Title  Suit  No. 185/07

           

Madhu Nath Kalita

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                 Plaintiffs

                                                            V

The Branch Manager, New Assurance Co. Ltd & 3 others 

                                                                                                                 
                                                                       Defendants

This suit coming for final hearing   on 3-12-12 in presence of 

   None                                                     Advocates of the plaintiff

                                                                                          

    K.K. Bhatta                                      Advocates of the  defendant

And  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day  the  court  delivered  the  following 
judgment.  
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JUDGMENT

                                                                                                                        T.S. 185/2007

1. This is the suit for declaration of right, title and interest and for realization of 
money secured by an insurance policy. The  case of the plaintiff  Sri  Madhu 
Nath Kalita is that he has filed this suit against the Branch Manager, New India 
Assurance Company Ltd. Nalbari Branch, Nalbari,  the Divisional  Manager of 
New India Assurance Company Ltd. Bongaigaon Divisional Office, Miss Nazama 
Ahmed and Shri Bhupen Ch. Deka. The Defendant no. 3 & 4 are the owner and 
driver of the offending vehicle bearing registration no.AS-14-4379 respectively. 
The said vehicle was covered by Insurance Policy No. 3153030208219 of the 
defendant no.1 & 2 which was valid up to 25.03.2002. The plaintiff states that 
he is the registered owner of a Maruti car bearing registration no. AS-25/A-
3311 which was covered by the New India Assurance Company Ltd., Nalbari 
Branch,  vide policy no.3153030208975 and it  was valid  from 22.08.2001 to 
21.08.2002. It is pleaded that plaintiff’s driver Shri Langkay Boro was driving 
the Maruti car on 5.12.2001 with  four of the relatives of the plaintiff  who 
were going for a social visit at Nalbari. When the vehicle reached Kendukona 
Chowk one bus bearing registration no. AS-14-4379  came  at a very high speed 
from the opposite side and it  lost control and hit the Maruti car of the plaintiff 
there by causing  serious injury to the passengers inside the Maruti car. The 
driver of the plaintiff Longkay Boro died on the spot and another passenger 
Bibha Kalita succumbed to injuries in the Guwahati Medical College Hospital. 
The plaintiff lodged a complaint before the  Kamalpur P.S. on 06.12.2001. The 
Maruit  car  which  was  badly  damaged was  examined  by  the  Motor  Vehicle 
Inspector  (MVI)  i/c  Kamalpur  P.S.  case  no.  226/01  who  submitted  the 
inspection report on 9.12.2001. As per the report  the vehicle  could not be 
tested on road due the damage. The O.C. Kamalpur P.S.  issued the certificate 
regarding  the  incident  and  examination  of  the  car  by  MVI  on  15.12.2001. 
Thereafter, the plaintiff lodged the insurance claim with the defendant no.1 & 
2 for payment of the sum assured of Rs.2,05,000/- against the damaged Maruti 
car. The defendant no.1 &2 got the vehicle assessed through an independent 
registered  surveyor  and  assessor  who  submitted  his  report  on  10.03.2002 
assessing  the  damage  at  Rs.1,45,000/-  and  scrap  value  at  Rs.25,000/- 
Thereafter,  the   defendant  no.1  &  2  issued  one  letter  vide  Ref. 
No.530302/Claim/02/296 dtd.16.10.2002 repudiating the claims of the plaintiff 
on the following grounds:

a. That the vehicle was driven by a driver having a fake driving license and as 
per  decision  of  the Hon’ble  Supreme Court  and terms of  the Insurance 
Policy the policy holder is not entitled to any benefit of the sum assured.   

b. That the vehicle was a private car but the same was used for other purpose 
at the  time of accident. 
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The plaintiff states that at the time of appointing his driver Longkay Boro 
he has verified his driving licence. According to him, the driver was skilled 
and the defendant no. 1 & 2 could not have repudiated his claim, because 
there is no such proof of the driver having a fake driving licence. Hence, 
the plaintiff has prayed for a declaration of his right, title and interest over 
the insurance policy and for a decree for realization Rs.1,45,000/- with 
interest.

2. The defendant no. 1 & 2 filed their written statement denying the claim of 
the plaintiff. The defendants contended that the suit is not maintainable, 
is devoid of any cause of action, it is false and frivolous and the plaintiff  
has  come  to  the  court  with  malafide  intention  etc.  According  to  the 
defendants, the plaintiff has violated the terms of the insurance policy by 
allowing a person to drive the vehicle with an invalid driving licence and 
by using the vehicle for the purpose other than that what was mentioned 
in the policy. It  is contented that an investigator was appointed by the 
defendants  who found that the driver was having a fake driving licence 
and the vehicle was used for a purpose other than what was mentioned in 
the policy. The defendants stated that due to the aforesaid reasons the 
claim of the plaintiff was rejected. According to the defendants, though 
the driver was having a renewed driving licence but from verification of 
the  licence  from  the  District  Transport  Officer,  Mon,  Nagaland  it  was 
found that no such driving licence was in fact issued in his name by the 
DTO, Mon, Nagaland. Hence, the defendants prayed for dismissal of the 
suit. 

3. The suit proceeded ex-parte against defendant no. 3 & 4.

4. The following issues were framed by the learned Civil Judge (Sr. Division) 
No.2, Kamrup, while the suit was pending in the court of Civil Judge no. 2, 
Kamrup.

ISSUES:

1. Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form?

2. Whether  the  plaintiff  has  violated  the  terms  and  conditions  of  the 
insurance policy being no. 3153030208975 as alleged?

3. Whether the vehicle involved in the suit was driven by a person having 
valid driving licence?

4. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get decree as prayed for?

5. To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled?

         Decisions and reasons:
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5. The  plaintiff  examined  three  witnesses  and  exhibited  the  following 
documents.

Ext.1 : Registration certificate of vehicle no. AS-25/A-3311/

Ext.2 : Insurance Policy No. 3153030208975.

Ext.3 : Complaint dtd.06.12.2001.

Ext.4 : FIR dtd. 06.12.2001.

Ext.5 : MVI report dtd. 09.12.2001.

Ext.6 : Certificate dtd.15.12.2001 issued by O.C. Kamalpur P.S.

Ext.7 : Surveyor/assessor report dtd. 10.03.2002.

Ext.8 : Letter dtd.16.10.2002 issued by defendant no.1 & 2 repudiating the 
claim.

Ext.9 : Driving licence of the driver.

Ext. 10: entry in the renewal register of DTO, Kamrup

Ext. 11: renewal register of DTO, Kamrup

Ext.  12 :   copy of  the summons sent  to the DTO, Kamrup who in turn 
authorised PW1to depose. 

6. The defendant side examined three witnesses and exhibited the following 
documents.

Ext.A : Statement of Madhu Nath Kalita.

Ext.B : Statement of Chandi Ram Kalita.

Ext.C : Cetified copy of the policy.

Ext.C(1) : Limitation of use contained in the policy.

Ext.D : Letter dtd.16.09.2002 written by the investigator Dipak Sharma to 
the DTO, Kamrup. ( Not taken into account as DW2 evidence got expunged)

Ext.D(1) : Is the signature of Dipak Sharma.

Ext.D(2) : remark made by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext.E : Report dtd.18.09.2002 of Dipak Sharma bearing his signature. ( Not 
taken into account as DW2 evidence got expunged)

Ext.F :  Letter  dtd.03.07.2002 written by A.K.  Bhattacharya to DTO, Mon, 
Nagaland.

Ext.F(1) : Is the signature of A.K. Bhattahcarya.
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Ext.F(2) : Remark made by DTO, Mon.

Ext.G : Report dtd.22.07.2002 of A.K. Bhattacharjyee.

Ext.H : Report of investigator (GIC) Bhrigumoni Sharma.

Ext.I : Letter written to the plaintiff repudiating his claim.

Ext.J : Statement of Parul Talukdar.

Ext.K : Statement of Suresh Kumar Sharma.

Heard arguments from the defendant side. The plaintiff did not turn up for 
the argument. I have also gone through the written arguments filed by the 
defendants.

Decision on issue no.1

7. This is a declaratory suit as well as for realisation of money in respect of 
an insurance policy. The insurance claim of the plaintiff was rejected by 
the insurer,  hence the plaintiff  has filed this  suit  for  declaration of  his 
rights qua an insurance policy. The defendants although contended that 
the suit is not maintainable, they could not specify any reason for that. 
The suit is maintainable in the present form. Issue no. 1 is decided in the 
affirmative.

               Decision on issue no. 2 & 3:

8. The plaintiff has claimed his right on the basis of an insurance policy by 
which  he  vehicle  was  insured  with  the  defendant  no.  1  insurance 
company. There is no denial of the fact that his vehicle was insured with 
policy no.  3153030208975 and it met with an accident on 5-12-01 while 
the policy was still  valid.  The defendants have repudiated his claim on 
twin grounds that it  was driven by a person who did not have a valid 
driving licence and that it was used for a purpose other than what was 
stipulated in the insurance policy.  

9. The plaintiff ( PW1) has  reiterated his claim against the defendant no. 1 
and 2 in his evidence on affidavit. During cross examination he admitted 
that  the  driving  licence  of  his  driver  was  issued  by  the  DTO,  Mon, 
Nagaland and he did not enquire about genuineness of the licence. He 
denied that he did not use the car for private purpose on that day. He 
however, admitted that Chandi Ram Kalita had requested him to  give his 
car for his  visit to Nalbari. 

10. PW2 Chandi  Kalita  deposed in  his  evidence on affidavit  that  he is  the 
distant relative of the plaintiff and had  asked the plaintiff to give his car 
for  attending a  social  function at  Nalbari.  He stated that  his  wife Biva 
Kalita,  Parul Talukdar and her husband Bapdhan Talukdar accompanied 
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him in that car. He denied in his evidence on affidavit that he paid any hire 
charges for the said trip. During his cross examination he admitted to have 
signed the statement recorded by the insurance investigator, i.e., Ext. B. 
PW2 admitted that he had taken the car for his own personal purpose and 
not for the plaintiff. In Ext. B he had stated that he knew the plaintiff since 
1974  when  he  was  posted  at  Guwahati.  So  the  claim  of  distant 
relationship with the plaintiff is negated. 

11. The defendant  side  exhibited  the  statement  of  one  of  the  passenger/ 
occupants of the car Smti Parul Talukdar who had stated that the plaintiff 
and  her  husband  had  made  the  arrangement  for  taking  the  car  from 
Madhu Kalita. She  also stated that he did not know at what amount the 
car was booked. So it can be inferred that the car was given to Chandi 
Kalita on consideration of some amount. Ext.  C is  the insurance policy 
containing the limitation of use vide Ext. C (1). As per the limitations of 
use contained in the policy it  was to be used for  social,  domestic  and 
pleasure  purpose  and  for  the  insured’s  own  business.  But  from  the 
evidence on record it  is  revealed that the vehicle was given to Chandi 
Kalita  and  his  family  for  their  trip  to  Nalbari.  The  plaintiff  could  not 
discharge the burden that it was not used for hire purpose at the time of 
accident. 

12. Now coming to the question of the licence I find that the plaintiff did not 
enquire about the genuineness of the licence. He examined Biren Kalita, 
LD Asstt. DTO ( R &L), Kamrup as PW3 to prove that the licence was duly 
renewed. Ext. 11 is the renewal register of other states  and districts and 
Ext.  10 is  the relevant entry showing renewal of the driving licence of 
Longkay Boro. PW3 was cross examined at length by the defendant side. 
He could not state whether the licence was valid in 2001 or not by looking 
at Ext. 10. He also stated that Ext. 10 does not mention the NOC though 
taking of NOC is the general procedure for renewal. 

13. The  defendant  side  examined  Budheswar  Baruah,  Sr.  Asstt.  Manager 
( Legal Dept) of the defendant company as DW 5. He deposed that on 
getting the claim from the plaintiff  on 11-12-01 the company deputed 
their Surveyor and investigator namely, Dipak Sarma, A.K. Bhattacharjee 
and Bhrigumoni Sarma to investigate  into the accident and to verify the 
vehicular  documents  and  more  particularly  the  driving  licence  of  the 
driver who drove the vehicle as well as the purpose for which  the vehicle 
was used at the time of accident. As per their report it was found out that 
the driving licence no. F/ 1412/2000/EZ/K with a validity period upto 4-9-
03 standing in the name of Longkay Boro was a renewed licence from its 
original  licence no.  12131/ Mon/97 allegedly issued by the DTO, Mon, 
Nagaland. The surveyor A. K. Bhattacharjee who verified that the licence 
no. 1213/ Mon/97 was not issued from the office of DTO, Mon, Nagaland 
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and reported that the licence was fake. DW5 also deposed that as the 
defendant company is not liable to indemnify the insurer/ plaintiff as the 
vehicle  was used for  a purpose other than what was stipulated in the 
policy. He deposed further that when friend or relatives use the vehicle 
but not for hire or reward then it would be a purpose used for private 
purpose.  He admitted that  though the defendants contended that  the 
vehicle was used for other purpose it is not revealed specifically either in 
the written statement or evidence on affidavit  for what other purpose 
the vehicle was used. But it is seen from the testimony of the plaintiff  and 
his witnesses as well as the statements recorded by the investigator of the 
defendants that the vehicle was used for hire purpose on that day.

14. DW4  Bhrigumoni  Sarma  deposed  that  he  recorded  the  statement  of 
Madhu Kalita who told him during investigation that he gave the car to 
Chandi Kalita  for his visit to Nalbari but not for hire purpose. Ext. A is the 
statement of Madhu Kalita.  He recorded the statement of Chandi Kalita, 
Parul  kalita  and  Suresh  Kumar  Sarma.  According  to  him,  Chandi  Kalita 
stated that he had asked Madhu Kalita to give the vehicle gratuitously for 
his personal visit to Nalbari. Ext. B is the statement of Chandi Kalita. DW4 
further deposed that Ext. H is the report wherein he reported that Madhu 
Kalita  gave the vehicle  to  Chandi  Kalita   for  his  travel  to  Nalbari  from 
Guwahati which was no way connected with the personal interest of the 
insured.  

15. DW3 Ashish Kumar Bhattacharjee deposed that  he was appointed as an 
investigator  to  investigate  the  genuineness  of  the  driving  licence.  He 
wrote  a  letter  to  DTO,  Mon,  Nagaland  for  his  opinion  about  the 
genuineness of the driving licence of  Mr.  Lankay Boro.  The DTO, Mon, 
Nagaland verified the records and wrote a remark on the letter that the 
driving  licence  was  not  issued  from  his  office.  Then  he  submitted  his 
report to the Divisional Manager, New India Assurance Co. Ltd, Dimapur 
Division on 22-7-02 alongwith the letter. Ext. F is the said letter dtd 3-7-02 
written by him to the DTO, Mon, Nagaland and Ext. F (2) is the remark 
made  by  the  DTO,  Mon,  Nagaland.  Ext.  G  is  the  report  dtd  22-7-02 
submitted by DW3. The plaintiff side did not cross examine this witness as 
to his report. Even though DW3 stated that he does not know whether 
DTO, Mon, Nagaland verified the record or not this admission will  not 
affect  the  merits  of  the  defendants’  case.  The  plaintiff  could  not 
controvert the fact that the original licence was fake. 

16. The defendant  side  relied  upon the decisions  of  the Hon’ble  Supreme 
Court of India in National Insurance Co. Ltd v. Laxmi Narayan Dhut, 2007 
ACJ 721  and United India Insurance Co. Ltd, 2008, ACJ 1 wherein it was 
held that renewal of a driving licence cannot cure the defect if the original 
licence was fake. The above ruling is fairly applicable to the present case. 
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The driving licence which was renewed in Guwahati  was originally  not 
issued by the DTO, Mon, Nagaland as it appears from Ext. F( 2). 

Issue no. 2 decided in the affirmative and issue no. 3 is decided in the 
negative against the plaintiff.

Decision on issue no. 4:

17. In view of the above discussions I hold that the plaintiff is not entitled to 
the decree and any other relief. This issue is decided in the negative.

ORDER

The suit is dismissed on contest. Prepare decree accordingly. Given under 
my hand and seal of the court on 14-12-12. 
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ANNEXURES

PLAINTIFF SIDE

PW1.. MADHU NATH KALITA

PW2.. CHANDI KALITA

PW3..BIREN KALITA

DOCUMENTS

Ext.1 : Registration certificate of vehicle no.AS25/A-3311/

Ext.2 : Insurance Policy No. 3153030208975.

Ext.3 : Complaint dtd.06.12.2001.

Ext.4 : FIR dtd. 06.12.2001.

Ext.5 : MVI report dtd. 09.12.2001.

Ext.6 : Certificate dtd.15.12.2001 issued by O.C. Kamalpur P.S.

Ext.7 : Surveyor/assessor report dtd. 10.03.2002.

Ext.8 : Letter dtd.16.10.2002 issued by defendant no.1 & 2 repudiating the claim.

Ext.9 : Driving licence of the driver.

Ext. 10: entry in the renewal register of DTO, Kamrup

Ext. 11: renewal register of DTO, Kamrup

Ext. 12 :  copy of the summons sent  to the DTO, Kamrup who in turn authorised PW1to depose. 

DEFENDANT SIDE

DW1.. EXPUNGED

DW2..EXPUNGED

DW3..ASHISH BHATTACHARJEE

DW4.. BHRIGUMONI KALITA

DW5.. BUDHESWAR ABRUAH

DOCUMENTS

Ext.A : Statement of Madhu Nath Kalita.

Ext.B : Statement of Chandi ram Kalita.
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Ext.C : Cetified copy of the policy.

Ext.C(1) : Limitation of use. 

Ext.D : Letter dtd.16.09.2002 written by the investigator Dipak Sharma to the DTO, Kamrup. ( Not taken 
into account as DW2 evidence got expunged)

Ext.D(1) : Is the signature of Dipak Sharma.

Ext.D(2) : remark made by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext.E : Report dtd.18.09.2002 of Dipak Sharma bearing his signature. ( Not taken into account as DW2  
evidence got expunged)

Ext.F : Letter dtd.03.07.2002 written by A.K. Bhattacharya to DTO, Mon, Nagaland.

Ext.F(1) : Is the signature of A.K. Bhattahcarya.

Ext.F(2) : Remark made by DTO, Mon.

Ext.G : Report dtd.22.07.2002 of A.K. Bhattacharjyee.

Ext.H : Report of investigator (GIC) Bhrigumoni Sharma.

Ext.I : Letter written to the plaintiff repudiating his claim.

Ext.J : Statement of Parul Talukdar.

Ext.K : Statement of Suresh Kumar Sharma.
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